We give a master formula for the spin-2 spectrum of a class of three-dimensional Chern-Simons theories at large N , with flavour group containing SU(3), that arise as infrared fixed points of the D2-brane worldvolume field theory and have AdS 4 duals in massive type IIA supergravity. We use this formula to compute the spin-2 spectrum of the individual theories, discuss its supermultiplet structure and, for an N = 2 theory in this class, the spectrum of protected operators with spin 2. We also show that the trace of the Kaluza-Klein graviton mass matrix on the dual AdS 4 solutions enjoys certain universality properties. These are shown to relate the class of AdS 4 massive IIA solutions under consideration to a similar class of AdS 4 solutions of D = 11 supergravity with the same symmetries. Finally, for the N = 2 AdS 4 solution in this class, we study the entire spectrum at lowest Kaluza-Klein level and relate it to an analogue solution in D = 11 supergravity.
Introduction
The existence of Chern-Simons terms in addition to the usual Yang-Mills action in three dimensions renders the possible dynamics of gauge fields interacting with matter particularly rich in that number of dimensions. In this case, the Yang-Mills gauge coupling is irrelevant in the renormalisation group sense, and the Chern-Simons coupling is required by gauge invariance to be a quantised integer. For these reasons, the low energy dynamics of the Chern-Simons-Yang-Mills-matter system is dominated, precisely, by the Chern-Simons contributions. The fact that the Chern-Simons coupling is quantised and, therefore, unable to run with the energy scale, implies that Chern-Simons-matter theories may also enjoy conformal symmetry. Supersymmetry, and the tighter control on the dynamics that it encompasses, can be further added to the picture. Indeed, explicit Lagrangians involving SU(N ) gauge fields with Chern-Simons terms at level (that is, inverse coupling) k and interacting matter can be constructed that are manifestly superconformal [1] . It is thus natural to enquire whether these field theories at strong 't Hooft coupling λ = N/k and large N enjoy supergravity descriptions.
Some field theories of this type, like the Aharony-Bergman-Jafferis-Maldacena (ABJM) model [2] on the M2-brane or the N = 2 infrared fixed point [3] of a certain mass deformation of the former, are indeed known to have supergravity duals. In those two cases, these correspond to the AdS 4 solutions of D = 11 supergravity constructed by Freund-Rubin [4] and by Corrado, Pilch and Warner (CPW) [5] , respectively. These and all other dual pairs of this type known until recently involved quiver field theories, rather than the simpler type of theories of [1] with a single gauge group. In fact, most of these simple superChern-Simons-matter theories [1] do not have weakly-coupled AdS 4 supergravity duals. The reason is that their spectrum typically contains light operators with unbounded spin [6] , rather than only operators of at most spin 2. Furthermore, the spectrum of these theories tends to exhibit exponential growth at large λ [6] , rather than the polynomial-type behaviour that a dual Kaluza-Klein (KK) description would predict.
While the results of [6] rule out the existence of large-radius supergravity duals for most of the simple superconformal field theories in the class of [1] , they still leave a handful of cases with very specific matter content and interactions open to a holographic supergravity interpretation. Recently, this supergravity description has indeed been found [7] . These particular superconformal Chern-Simons theories can be engineered as infrared phases [7, 8] of the field theory defined on a stack of N D2-branes in flat space, three-dimensional N = 8 SU(N ) super-Yang-Mills, in the presence of a non-vanishing Romans mass,F (0) . The latter is holographically identified with the Chern-Simons level,F (0) = k, similarly to [9] . Accordingly, infrared field theories of this type with N supersymmetries and flavour group G contained in the SO(7) R-symmetry of the ultraviolet N = 8 super-Yang-Mills, are dual to N -supersymmetric AdS 4 × S 6 solutions of massive type IIA supergravity [10] , equipped with a metric and background fluxes on the internal six-sphere S 6 that are locally invariant under G ⊂ SO (7) . Precise dual pairs with N = 2, SU(3) × U(1) [7] and N = 3, SO(4) [11] symmetry have been identified. Massive IIA N = 1 solutions in the same class, which still await a precise field theory interpretation, have also been constructed with G 2 [12, 13] and SU(3) [13] symmetry 1 . Further aspects of these new AdS 4 /CFT 3 dualities have now been developed in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] .
In this paper, we set out to study holographically an important aspect of these superconformal Chern-Simons-matter theories at large N : their spectrum of single-trace operators. For any of these theories with supersymmetry N and flavour group G ⊂ SO(7), the spectrum is organised in representations of G and supermultiplets of the N -extended three-dimensional superconformal group, OSp(4|N ), with states of up to spin 2. Partial results are already available. The protected spectrum of the N = 3, SO(4) field theory has been investigated directly from the field theory [6] . Also for this N = 3 theory, the large-N spectrum of operators, not necessarily protected, with spin 2 has been determined from the supergravity [27] . The holographic determination of the single-trace operators of these field theories involves the calculation of the entire KK spectrum of massive type IIA supergravity on the corresponding AdS 4 × S 6 solutions. This appears to be prohibitively difficult, given the relatively small isometry groups G and the presence of background supergravity fluxes. For simplicity, in this paper we will rather focus in the particular subsector of the spectra containing operators of spin 2, for the N = 2 field theory of [7] and the (still unknown) N = 1 field theories of [12, 13] . This entails the calculation of the spectrum of KK gravitons about the massive type IIA AdS 4 × S 6 solutions of [7, 12, 13] . Previous calculations of massive KK graviton spectra in related contexts include [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] .
While the determination of the entire KK towers of fields of all spin s < 2 on AdS 4 is a very difficult problem, we nevertheless do have access to a full sector of the KK spectrum: the slice containing all s ≤ 2 modes that lie at the bottom, n = 0, of the KK towers of massive IIA supergravity on any of the relevant AdS 4 × S 6 solutions. The reason is that this class of D2-brane AdS 4 /CFT 3 dualities [7] is very special in that it belongs to the distinguished class of holographic dualities that enjoy a (partial) large-N effective description in terms of maximally supersymmetric gauged supergravity. Well-known examples with this remarkable property include the M2-brane AdS 4 /CFT 3 examples of [2, 3] and the D3-brane AdS 5 /CFT 4 cases of [33, 34] , whose partial effective description is respectively provided by D = 4 N = 8 (electrically) gauged SO(8) supergravity [35] and D = 5 N = 8 SO(6)-gauged supergravity [36] . In the case at hand, the relevant D = 4 N = 8 supergravity has a dyonically gauged (in the sense of [37, 38, 39] ) ISO(7) ≡ CSO(7, 0, 1) ≡ SO(7)⋉R 7 gauge group.
This gauged supergravity has been explicitly constructed [40] and shown to arise upon consistent KK truncation of massive type IIA supergravity on S 6 [7, 41] . Its (AdS) vacua [42, 43, 40] (see table 1 of the latter reference for a summary of the known ones) uplift on S 6 to the AdS 4 × S 6 solutions [7, 11, 12, 13] of massive type IIA supergravity discussed above. As in the M2 [2, 3] and D3-brane cases [33, 34] , the N = 8 supergravity captures and reconstructs the full, non-linear dynamics of the modes that arise upon linearisation of massive IIA supergravity around those AdS 4 × S 6 solutions at the n = 0 bottom of the KK towers. For the maximally supersymmetric cases on the M2 [2] and D3 [33] branes, the N = 8 supergravity modes are dual to the maximally supersymmetric stress-energy tensor supermultiplet. For M2 and D3 brane cases with less supersymmetry [3, 34] , the N = 8 modes split into the relevant stress-energy supermultiplet and other matter multiplets. The present D2-brane examples are like the latter cases, because all vacua of dyonic ISO(7) supergravity spontaneously break N = 8 supersymmetry (and SO(7) symmetry).
The vacua of D = 4 N = 8 gauged supergravities enjoy a curious universality property: vacua of different gauged supergravities that preserve the same symmetry group G (regarded as a subgroup of their respective gauge groups) tend to exhibit the same mass spectrum within their corresponding supergravities 2 , see [37, 42, 45] . This is the case even if the common residual symmetry G is embedded differently in their respective gauge groups and ultimately in E 7 (7) . For example, electrically-gauged SO(8) supergravity [35] and dyonic ISO(7) supergravity [40] both have an N = 2 AdS critical point with SU(3) × U(1) residual symmetry [49, 7, 40] with the same mass spectrum [50, 40] within their respective N = 8 theories. For N = 8 supergravities that descend from higher dimensions, this type of vacua thus display a universal mass spectrum at lowest KK level. In other words, the n = 0 KK mass spectrum in these cases is insensitive to the precise higher-dimensional origin and compactification manifold. Two questions therefore arise.
The first question is whether the universality of the n = 0 KK mass spectrum is lost at higher, n > 0 KK levels. Intuition dictates that this should be the case -a full KK spectroscopy analysis should be able to tell these compactifications apart. We address this question for the CPW AdS 4 solution [5] of D = 11 supergravity and the massive type IIA AdS 4 solution of [7] . These correspond respectively to the S 7 [51] and S 6 [7, 41] uplifts of the N = 2 SU(3) × U(1)-invariant critical points of electric SO(8) [49] and dyonic ISO(7) [7, 40 ] N = 8 supergravity. The dual SU(3)-flavoured N = 2 field theories have been discussed in [3] and [7] . Fortunately, we do not need to perform a full KK analysis for both solutions [5, 7] as the spin-2 subsector suffices to draw conclusions. The respective towers of massive KK gravitons, computed for the CPW solution in [29] and in this paper for the solution of [7] , do differ already at first KK level. The spectrum of dual spin-2 operators thus differs too.
Somewhat surprisingly, however, universality still persists in a milder capacity. We introduce the infinite-dimensional graviton mass matrix for these solutions and diagonalise it at fixed KK level n, for all n = 1, 2, . . . While the individual eigenvalues are indeed different, leading to different graviton spectra for both solutions [5] and [7] , we find that the graviton mass matrix traces match KK level by KK level. See equation (4.17) for a more precise statement. Thus, while the strong, eigenvalue by eigenvalue, universality of the n = 0 KK mass spectra of these solutions is lost at higher KK levels n > 0, a softer form of universality still persists at the level of the mass matrix traces, at least in the spin-2 sector. Our analysis also reveals a related universality property. For all AdS 4 × S 6 solutions of massive IIA known to uplift from critical points of dyonic ISO(7) supergravity, the trace of the graviton mass matrix at fixed KK level n is given by a universal polynomial in n, times an overall constant that depends on the individual solution.
The second question is whether the spectrum of dual operators differs already at lowest KK level, even if the supergravity masses are identical at that level. This is conceivable because different conformal dimensions may be related to the same supergravity mass. We tackle this question by focusing on the complete 0 ≤ s ≤ 2 spectrum of the N = 2 vacua [49, 7] within the electric SO(8) and the dyonic ISO(7) supergravities. The OSp(4|2) × SU(3) supermultiplet structure of the spectrum in the former case was elucidated in [50] and revisited more recently in [28, 29] . Here, we perform the analogue analysis for the N = 2 point of dyonic ISO(7) supergravity. We find an identical supermultiplet structure, with a subtle difference. The R-charges and conformal dimensions are the same in both cases, except for two SU(3) sextet hypermultiplets which exhibit different assignments. This difference can be put down to different U(1) R-symmetries being preserved. In fact, two possible choices [50] , named scenarios I and II in [28, 29] , were noted to be in principle possible for this U(1). The spectrum of the N = 2 point [49] of SO(8) supergravity realises scenario I [50, 28, 29] . We find that the spectrum of the N = 2 point of dyonic ISO(7) supergravity realises scenario II.
2 Massive gravitons with at least SU(3) symmetry
Background geometry
We are interested in (Einstein frame) type IIA geometries of the form
where (x, y) collectively denote the external and internal coordinates, respectively. The metricsḡ µν , µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3, and ds 2 6 correspond to the background geometry and h µν to a perturbation over the background. For the external background geometry we take fourdimensional, unit radius anti-de Sitter space,ḡ µν dx µ dx ν = ds 2 (AdS 4 ). The warp factor e 2A and internal geometry ds 2 6 will be specified shortly. We write the perturbation in the factorised form
where Y (y) is a function on the internal six-dimensional space and h
µν is transverse, ∇ µ h 
for a graviton of mass M 2 propagating on the background AdS 4 space. Here, L is the radius of AdS 4 introduced by the warping e 2A in (2.1) (see (2.10)), and will be defined in (2.9). Under these assumptions, the linearised ten-dimensional Einstein equations devolve into the following second-order differential equation for Y (y) [30] :
whereḡ mn , m, n = 1, . . . , 6, andḡ respectively are the inverse metric components and the determinant of the internal line element ds 2 6 in (2.1). For the internal background geometry we take the following family of six-dimensional metrics [13] 
Here, α and ψ are angles with ranges
is the Fubini-Study metric on the complex projective plane, normalised so that the Ricci tensor equals six times the metric, and σ is a one-form potential for the Kähler form J on CP 2 , normalised as dσ = 2J. The metrics (2.5) depend on five parameters, ϕ, χ, φ, ζ,ζ through the combinations 3 3 We define the combination of parameters Y following [40, 13] . Here and in the formulae below, this
should not be confused with the eigenfunction Y defined in (2.2), (2.4).
These parameters take values on the six-dimensional manifold 4
The constant g in (2.5) is non-vanishing, and L is defined as (2.9) It depends on g and on a further constant m, which is also non-vanishing. Finally, the warp factor in (2.1) is
For all values of the parameters and with the periodicities (2.6), the local line element (2.5) extends globally into a smooth geometry on S 6 [13] . The internal geometry (2.5) corresponds to the uplift [13] of the dynamical SU(3)-invariant sector of D = 4 N = 8 dyonically-gauged ISO(7) supergravity [40] , as follows from the general consistent truncation of massive type IIA supergravity on the six-sphere [7, 41] . In general, the parameters valued in (2.8) correspond to the four-dimensional scalar fields that preserve the SU(3) subgroup of the ISO(7) gauge group of the supergravity, g and m respectively are the electric and magnetic gauge couplings, and the function V is the SU(3)-invariant scalar potential [40] . At the critical points of the scalar potential (2.9), recorded in table 3 of [40] , the D = 4 scalars become fixed to the corresponding constant vacuum expectation values (vevs), and the geometry (2.1), (2.5) with h µν = 0 becomes the warped product of AdS 4 and a topological S 6 . These geometries are supported by IIA fluxes [13] , whose expressions will not be needed in what follows. These solutions of massive type IIA supergravity are dual to large-N Chern-Simons field theories with a single gauge group and flavour group containing SU(3) [7] . Note that the L that we are using here is different than the L's defined for each AdS 4 × S 6 solution on a case-by-case basis in [7, 13] .
We want to compute the spectrum of KK gravitons h µν above these AdS 4 geometries of massive type IIA supergravity. This corresponds to the spectrum of spin-2 operators of the dual Chern-Simons theories. By keeping the geometry (2.5) explicitly dependent on the D = 4 scalar vevs, we will be able to compute a master graviton mass formula that will depend on those vevs and on the quantum numbers of the generic symmetry group, SU (3) . Finding the KK graviton masses for the individual AdS 4 solutions [7, 13] will then simply entail particularising the master formula to the relevant scalar vevs.
For future reference, let us conclude this section with a discussion of the symmetry properties of the family of metrics (2.5), following [13] . For generic values of the parameters, the metric (2.5) displays an SU(3) × U(1) isometry. The SU(3) factor corresponds to the isometries of the ds 2 (CP 2 ) part of the geometry, while the U(1) is generated by the Killing vector ∂ ψ . Note that the metric preserves this U(1) in spite of depending on the charged scalars ζ,ζ, since it only depends on them through the U(1)-invariant combination ζ 2 +ζ 2 . The IIA fluxes [13] do generically break this U(1). Symmetry enhancements occur by restricting the parameters to certain submanifolds of (2.8). On the surface
the metric (2.5) reduces to
where ds 2 (S 5 ) is the round Einstein metric on the unit S 5 . The metric (2.12) indeed displays an enhanced SO(6) isometry group which rotates the S 5 . Finally, for
the geometry (2.5) becomes
where ds 2 (S 6 ) is the round Einstein metric on the unit S 6 . The isometry of this configuration is therefore SO(7). The IIA fluxes, however, generically break this to G 2 ⊂ SO(7), unless χ = 0 is further imposed.
Boundary value problem
On the geometry (2.5), the partial differential equation (PDE) (2.4) becomes
as shown in appendix A. Here S 5 is the scalar Laplacian on the unit radius five-sphere. As we will next argue, this PDE turns out to be separable. The appearance of the Laplacian S 5 in the PDE (2.15) suggests that the eigenfunction Y (y) should be expandable in terms of the S 5 spherical harmonics Y ℓ (μ i ). These are polynomials of the R 6 coordinatesμ i , i = 1, . . . , 6, that define S 5 via the constraint δ ijμ iμj = 1, and span the symmetric-traceless representation [0, ℓ, 0] of SU(4) ∼ SO(6).
The presence of the operator ∂ 2 ψ , however, generically reduces the symmetry of the problem down to SU(3) × U(1) ⊂ SO (6) . Accordingly, the eigenfunctions should come in representations of this smaller symmetry group. Thus, we still expect the eigenfunction Y (y) to be expandable in S 5 spherical harmonics Y ℓ (μ i ), but with eigenspaces split according to 16) where the subscript indicates the U(1) charge, suitably normalised. More concretely, this is the normalisation with respect to the Killing vector ∂ψ = − 2 3 ∂ ψ . In order to implement the splitting (2.16) in practice, we introduce complex coordinates z a and their conjugatesz a , a = 1, 2, 3, as z 1 =μ 1 + iμ 2 , etc., and write the [0, ℓ, 0] spherical harmonics on S 5 as a polynomial in z a ,z a ,
where c a 1 ···ap b 1 ···b ℓ−p are constants in the [q, p] representation of SU (3), with q ≡ ℓ − p, and
as follows from (2.16). In the basis (2.17), SU(3) × U(1) acts diagonally, in the sense that Y ℓ,p are, of course, eigenfunctions of the S 5 Laplacian,
which also have definite U(1) charge,
This discussion leads us to consider the following factorised form for the eigenfunction in (2.15): 
(2.22) We have thus reduced our eigenvalue problem to solving the ODE (2.22) with specific boundary conditions: those ensuring regularity of the eigenfunction.
Next, we move on to solve the ODE (2.22). In order to do this, we change variables as
This change brings (2.22) into standard hypergometric form,
where the constants a, b, c are given in terms of the integers ℓ and p and the (2.8)-valued scalar vevs by
Here we have defined
The two linearly independent solutions to the hypergeometric ODE (2.24) are given by the hypergeometric functions
Finally, we impose boundary conditions to ensure regularity. The relevant range of u is 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 (by (2.23), the original coordinate α in (2.6) covers this range twice). Both linearly independent solutions (2.27) are regular 5 at u = 0 for all values of the parameters. Regularity at the other end, however, can only be achieved through appropriate restrictions on the parameters. Regularity of the first solution at u = 1 requires setting a = −j, with j a non-negative integer. Imposing this condition in (2.25), (2.26), we find a first tower of generic KK graviton squared masses:
(2.28) The corresponding eigenfunctions are given by (2.21), (2.23), with H(u) given by the first choice in (2.27), namely,
where
is the Pochhammer symbol. Regularity of the second solution in (2.27) at u = 1 requires 1 + a − c = −j, with j again a non-negative integer. Bringing this condition to (2.25), (2.26), we find a second tower of generic KK graviton squared masses:
(2.31) The associated eigenfunctions are given by (2.21), (2.23), with H(u) given by the second choice in (2.27):
Final form and completeness of the generic solution
A quick inspection of the eigenvalues (2.28) and (2.31) makes it obvious that these two series in fact correspond to one and only branch of KK graviton masses. Indeed, trading j for a new integer n defined for convenience as n = 2j + ℓ , for the first branch 2j + 1 + ℓ , for the second branch , (2.33) (2.28) and (2.31) can be combined into the single KK tower:
where it is important to note that the quantum numbers range as
Only n ranges freely over the non-negative integers, due to its definition (2.33) in terms of the non-negative but otherwise unconstrained integer j. The range of p was all along constrained by ℓ by equation (2.16) (see (2.18)), and the range of ℓ turns out to be limited by n since, again by (2.33), n ≥ ℓ. At fixed n, the eigenvalue (2.34) occurs with degeneracy
Similarly, the two eigenfunction branches (2.29), (2.32) can be combined into a single formula. Defining
where the square brackets denote integer part, the eigenfunction corresponding to the squared mass (2.34) can be compactly written as
For later purposes, it is convenient to present an alternate form for this eigenfunction in terms of (constrained) coordinates on R 7 . Let 6 X I ≡ µ I , I = 1, . . . , 7, parametrise the directions transverse to the D2-branes, subject to the S 6 constraint δ IJ µ I µ J = 1. These µ I can be written in terms of theμ i defined above (2.16) and the angle α as
The first six directions can be complexified as Z a = z a sin α, a = 1, 2, 3, in terms of the z a written above (2.17) . In terms of these, the eigenfunction (2.38) can be rewritten as
We must still argue that the solution (2.34), (2.38) to the boundary value problem is complete. We will argue for completeness of the spectrum based on its dependence on the relevant quantum numbers, and on symmetry considerations. The key observation is that, unlike j, the quantum number n enjoys a precise interpretation: it corresponds to the Kaluza-Klein level. Namely, n turns out to be the Dynkin label of the symmetric traceless representation [n, 0, 0] of SO (7), the largest symmetry that can be imposed on our problem. As the KK level, n allows for a systematic arrangement of the spectrum. The easiest way to see this role of n is by particularising the problem to the SO(7)-invariant subspace (2.13) of the scalar manifold (2.8). With this restriction, the resulting internal background metric (2.14) becomes proportional to the SO(7)-invariant metric on the round S 6 , and the spectrum is given by the SO(7) spherical harmonics. Indeed, under this assumption, the eigenvalue (2.34) scales solely with the characteristic n(n + 5) dependence of the S 6 spherical harmonic eigenvalues, 41) and the eigenfunctions (2.38) combine into the S 6 spherical harmonics,
with c I 1 ···In constants in the [n, 0, 0] representation of SO (7). At fixed KK level n, the degeneracy of the SO(7)-symmetric spectrum is
The completeness of the SO(7)-symmetric spectrum (2.41), (2.42) is apparent. The completeness of the generic spectrum with only SU(3) × U(1) ⊂ SO(7) symmetry, (2.34), (2.38), also follows. The generic spectrum comes in the representations of SU(3) × U(1) that result from branching the symmetric traceless representation [n, 0, 0] of SO (7) for each n through SO(6) ∼ SU(4) and then through (2.16) , that is,
This follows from the most general expression, (A.11), that the mass operator of this class of geometries may have. This is also consistent with the quantum number ranges (2.35). Accordingly, the generic degeneracies (2.36) are related to the degeneracy (2.43) of the SO(7)-symmetric spectrum as 
Summary
To summarise, the complete spectrum of transverse, traceless gravitons on the background AdS 4 geometries (2.1), (2.5) of massive type IIA supergravity is given by the KK tower 47) where the complete set of eigenfunctions Y n,ℓ,p (α, z,z) is defined in (2.38). These correspond to the S 6 spherical harmonics branched out into SU(3) × U(1) representations through (2.45), with degeneracies d ℓ,p given in (2.36). The corresponding graviton squared masses are the M 2 n,ℓ,p written in (2.34). The generic spectrum depends non-linearly on the (2.8)-valued vevs of the SU(3) × U(1)-invariant scalars of D = 4 N = 8 dyonically-gauged ISO(7) supergravity, and quadratically on three quantum numbers n, ℓ, p with ranges (2.35). The integer n is the KK level, i.e., it is the Dynkin label of the symmetric traceless representation of the maximal symmetry group SO(7). The integer ℓ is the Dynkin label of the symmetric traceless representation of SO (6), and p labels the SU(3) representations. The U(1) charge is not an independent quantum number, it is fixed by ℓ and p as in (2.45).
On the surface (2.11) of the parameter space (2.8), the symmetry of the problem is enhanced to SO (6) . Accordingly, at each KK level n, the spectrum is organised in SO (6) representations via the first branching in (2.45). The term in (ℓ − 2p) 2 coming from the U(1) charge drops out from the eigenvalue (2.34), and only the terms in n(n + 5) and ℓ(ℓ + 4) remain. Similarly, the eigenfunctions (2.38) simply combine into µ {I 1 · · · µ In} with the µ I split as in (2.39) . If the symmetry is further enhaced to SO(7) by imposing the restrictions (2.13), then the term in ℓ(ℓ + 4) also drops out from the eigenvalue (2.34), and the only remaining term is that in n(n + 5), see (2.41) . The eigenfunctions in the latter case become the SO(7)-irreducible spherical harmonics (2.42) on the round S 6 .
Graviton mass spectrum of individual solutions
Having worked out the generic problem, we now turn to obtaining the specific KK graviton spectrum for each of the AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA supergravity that uplift from vacua of D = 4 N = 8 dyonically-gauged ISO(7) supergravity with at least SU(3) symmetry.
KK graviton masses
Recall from [40] that the SU(3)-invariant sector of the N = 8 supergravity contains critical points with residual supersymmetry and bosonic symmetry (N = 2, SU(3) × U(1)), (N = 1, G 2 ) and (N = 1, SU(3)). In addition, it also contains non-supersymmetric critical points with residual symmetry 7 SO(7) v , SO(6) v , G 2 and SU(3), the latter only known numerically. These solutions were uplifted [7, 13] using the consistent truncation of [7, 41 ] to obtain new AdS 4 solutions [7, 13] of massive type IIA supergravity and recover previously known ones [10, 12, 53] . The ten-dimensional solutions are obtained by evaluating the explicit SU(3)-invariant consistent uplift formulae of [13] at the corresponding vevs of the D = 4 scalars, recorded in table 3 of [40] . Similarly, we can evaluate the master formula (2.34) on the D = 4 scalar vevs for each solution to obtain its spectrum of gravitons. The result, including the analytically known non-supersymmetric solutions for completeness, is
1) with the quantum numbers ranging as in (2.35). All these graviton spectra are new. Note that, for solutions with enhanced symmetry, the dependence on some of the quantum numbers drops out following the pattern discussed in section 2.4. The conformal dimensions ∆ of the corresponding dual operators are given by the largest root of the equation
where M 2 denotes each of the eigenvalues in (3.1). Finally, note that at KK level n = 0 all solutions display, as expected, a massless graviton which is a singlet of the residual symmetry group.
N = 2 spin-two spectrum and dual operators
The solutions that preserve some supersymmetry N and residual bosonic symmetry G must have their spectrum fall in irreducible representations of OSp(4|N ) × G including states of at most spin 2. Recall that, for OSp(4|1), a massless graviton partners with a massless gravitino, and a massive graviton of energy ∆ partners with two gravitini of energies ∆± 1 2 and a vector of energy ∆, see e.g. [54] . At given KK level n, these multiplets have the ∆ that follows from (3.1) via (3. More interesting is the situation for the N = 2, SU(3) × U(1) solution. Shortening can occur in this case, leading to three possible types of OSp(4|2) supermultiplets containing
Dual operator Short? and dimension computed from (3.2) is given. The trace of the mass matrix (4.6) at level n is also given, and the schematic form of the dual single-trace spin-2 operators. Checked (unchecked) states belong to short (long) graviton supermultiplets of OSp(4|2).
states of up to spin-2: a massless graviton multiplet, and short and long massive graviton multiplets. See [55, 56, 50] for the Osp(4|2) representation theory and appendix A of [28] for a convenient summary. At KK level n = 0, the massless, ∆ = 3, graviton partners with two massless gravitini and a massless vector into a massless graviton multiplet, see table 8 of [28] . At higher KK levels, massive gravitons lie into either short or long multiplets, depending on whether or not their energy ∆ and U(1) R-charge R saturate the bound ∆ ≥ |R| + 3. See tables 9 and 10 of [28] for the field content of these multiplets. We have tabulated the KK graviton masses for the N = 2, SU(3) × U(1)-invariant solution up to KK level n = 3 in table 1. The U(1) factor corresponds to the R-symmetry. From (2.16), we see that the charge R under this U (1) is not an independent quantum number, it is rather fixed by ℓ and p as R = 2 3 (ℓ − 2p). From table 1 we see that, for any state, its dimension ∆, computed from the mass in (3.1) via (3.2), indeed satisfies the bound ∆ ≥ |R| + 3. At each KK level n, this bound is saturated whenever ℓ and p take values either (ℓ = n, p = 0) or (ℓ = n, p = n). Thus, massive gravitons that fall in short multiplets have SU(
3)
for n = 1, 2, . . . This series also incorporates naturally the n = 0 massless graviton multiplet with charge [0, 0] 0 and dimension ∆ 0 = 3, and provides a massive counterpart for it at higher KK levels. For these short multiplets, the conformal dimensions ∆ n = 2 3 n + 3 are fixed and protected by the R-charge R n = ± 2 3 n as ∆ n = |R n | + 3. All other massive gravitons belong to long multiplets. Their classical dimension is unprotected and indeed renormalised for most of these, as is apparent from the table. Note however the existence for n = 1, 2, . . . of a series of long multiplets with (ℓ = n − 1, p = 0) or (ℓ = n − 1, p = n − 1) such that ∆ n = 2 3 (n + 5) and R n = ± 2 3 (n − 1), so ∆ n = |R n | + 4 and thus seemingly protected. Analogue series of long graviton multiplets with seemingly protected dimensions also appear [29] in the spectrum of the CPW solution [5] .
Selecting (ℓ = n, p = 0) and (ℓ = n, p = n) in (2.40), the eigenfunctions corresponding to the gravitons that belong to short multiplets can be seen to be . Now, the coordinates Z a correspond holographically to the lowest components of the chiral superfields Z a of the infrared field theory [7] , while the seventh coordinate X 7 transverse to the D2-branes belongs to a vector multiplet which is integrated out at low energies. The R-charge assignment R(Z a ) = − 2 3 for the superfield Z a , inherited from Z a , is compatible with the requirement that the cubic superpotential of the dual field theory [7] ,
has R-charge 8 ±2. This match provides a consistency check of our results. For reasons to be justified very shortly, it is natural to assume that Z a has protected conformal dimension
We are now in a position to discuss the series n = 0, 1, 2, . . . of spin-2 field theory operators dual to the short graviton multiplets (3.3), (3.4). The massless, n = 0, graviton supermultiplet is of course dual to the stress-energy superfield
an SU(3) singlet with R-charge R 0 = 0 and protected dimension ∆ 0 = 3. For higher n, the dual superfields can be inferred from the eigenfunctions (3.4) to be of the form
together with the complex conjugates. This series of operators has the SU(3)×U(1) charges given in (3.3). It also has the dimension in (3.3) if Z a is assigned the dimension in (3.6). This justifies that choice. This series of spin-2 operators has been summarised in table 1. In the table, T αβ | s=2 indicates spin-2 component of the stress-energy superfield. Note that, T µν represent instead the stress-energy operator. For completeness, the table also includes operators in long multiplets, whose form is similarly inferred from the eigenfunction (2.40).
Everywhere X 7 appears, this symbol is understood to stand for the relevant function of the infrared Z a ,Z a into which the N = 8 super-Yang-Mills scalar X 7 is integrated out. We conclude this section with a comparison to the spectrum of short spin-2 superfields [29, 28] of the N = 2 SU(3)-flavoured field theory [3] dual to the D = 11 CPW solution [5] . Recall that this is a quiver-type N = 2 Chern-Simons theory coupled, like [7] , to an SU(3) triplet of chiral superfields Z a which in this case have dimensions and R-charges [3] 
The theory has a sextic superpotential, which indeed has R-charge 2 with the assignments (3.9). This M2-brane N = 2 field theory [3] has, like its D2-brane counterpart [7] , a series of short spin-2 superfields with SU(3)×U(1) charges, dimensions ∆ n and, for completeness, masses L 2 M 2 n of the corresponding KK gravitons given by [29, 28] ,
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . For n = 0, this series contains the energy-momentum superfield, whose expression is identical to that, (3.7), of the N = 2 D2-brane theory. However, for n ≥ 1, the assignments (3.10) of these short operators as well as the short operators themselves [29, 28] ,
are completely different to their D2-brane counterparts (3.3), (3.8) . Here and throughout we are ignoring contributions from monopole operators, see [28] for a discussion. Due to the universality properties discussed in the introduction, the n = 0 KK level mass spectrum for all supergravity fields of spin s ≤ 2 on the N = 2 AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA [7] and CPW [5] in D = 11 agree. We have just shown that this universality is lost at higher KK levels: these two solutions have a completely different spectrum of dual spin-2 operators, as expected.
Universality of graviton mass matrix traces
We have just seen at the level of the (short) spin-2 spectra that the universality of the n = 0 KK mass spectrum on the AdS 4 solutions of [5] and [7] is resolved at higher KK levels. We will now see, also at the level of the KK graviton spectra, that a softer form of universality is nevertheless still maintained. Prior to this, we will show that a related type of universality, certainly not apparent, is already present in the KK graviton masses (3.1) for the individual AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA supergravity in the class considered.
D2-brane cases
For this discussion, we need to introduce the infinite-dimensional KK graviton mass matrix, M 2 . As argued in section 2.3, the completeness of the spectra is guaranteed by the fact that, at fixed level n, the eigenfunctions (2.38) branch out from the S 6 spherical harmonics (2.42) through the splitting (2.39). This means that the full, infinite dimensional KK graviton mass matrix M 2 takes on a block diagonal form KK level by KK level,
Here, M 2 (0) = 0 corresponds to the massless singlet graviton at the bottom of the KK tower, and M 2 (n) is a squared matrix of size D n,7 × D n,7 , with D n,7 the dimension (2.43) of the symmetric traceless representation [n, 0, 0] of SO(7). On the surface (2.13), where the symmetry is enhanced to SO(7), each block is proportional to the identity matrix of dimension D n,7 ,
with eigenvalues (2.41) and eigenfunctions given by the S 6 spherical harmonics (2.42). In (4.2), the curly brackets denote traceless symmetrisation as usual. For the generic SU(3)-symmetric problem, each block M 2 (n) will have a more complicated, non-diagonal form; in any case, its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are given by (2.34) and (2.38) for p = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ and ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , n, with n fixed.
We are now in a position to discuss a curious universality property of the KK graviton mass matrix (4.1) for the massive IIA, D2-brane solutions at hand: the trace of each block M 2 (n) turns out to be proportional to a universal polynomial in n, which only differs for each solution in an overall function of the D = 4 N = 8 supergravity scalar vevs. Let us first discuss the particular case with symmetry enhanced to SO (7) . With the restrictions (2.13) we immediately obtain, from (4.2),
where we have used (2.43). This result is straightforward because, according to (4.2), each block M 2 (n) is in this case proportional to the identity matrix of dimension (2.43) with proportionality coefficient (2.41). Now, it turns out that the eigenvalue, n(n + 5), and degeneracy, D n,7 , contributions conspire in such a way that (4.3) can be rewritten as
This can be seen by using (2.44) with k = n − 1 and N = 9. We do not have an argument as to why tr M 2 (n) should be proportional to the dimension of the symmetric traceless representation [n − 1, 0, 0, 0] of SO (9) . We simply take the notation D n−1, 9 to be shorthand for the polynomial that appears in (4.4), which turns out to be given by (2.44) with k = n − 1 and N = 9. More surprisingly, similar conspiracies occur for the general SU(3)-symmetric case at hand, even though M 2 (n) is not diagonal any more. We can compute the trace of the block M 2 (n) at fixed KK level n even if we do not know its generic expression. The only ingredients we need for this calculation are its eigenvalues M 2 n,ℓ,p , given in (2.34), and their degeneracy d ℓ,p , given in (2.36). We compute
Here, we have again used (2.44) with k = n − 1 and N = 9 in order to write the result in this compact form. Of course, summing over the appropriate ranges (2.35) for the quantum numbers ℓ and p at fixed n is crucial to obtain the result (4.5). When the restrictions (2.13) are imposed, (4.5) reduces to the SO(7)-symmetric result (4.4). One can also evaluate (4.5) at the specific critical points of D = 4 N = 8 ISO (7) supergravity recorded in table 3 of [40] , in order to obtain the trace of the KK graviton mass matrix blocks M (n) at fixed KK level n, for each of the corresponding AdS 4 solutions of massive type IIA supergravity. We obtain
(4.6)
For all the solutions under consideration, the trace of the graviton mass matrix at fixed KK level n turns out to be given by a (7th order) universal polynomial in n which only differs for each solution in an overall constant. This property also holds for the N = 3 SO(4) solution of [11] , see appendix B.
N = 2 M2-brane case
In order to show the relation between the massive IIA and D = 11 cases, it is useful to first review the latter. The spectrum of KK gravitons on the CPW AdS 4 solution [5] of D = 11 supergravity was computed in [29] . In that reference, this spectrum was given in terms on non-negative integers j, p, q and an integer n r of either sign as
In section 3.2 we noted the different (short) spin-2 spectra of the N = 2 field theories on the M2 [3] and D2 [7] branes. Equations (4.7) and (3.1) make that difference also obvious at the level of the (both short and long) KK graviton masses. In spite of these differences, we will show that both spectra are nevertheless related. For this purpose, it is convenient to re-express (4.7) in terms of p, q and two new quantum numbers n and r defined as n = 2j + |n r | + p + q , 2r = n + n r − p + q . The virtue of this rewrite is that all integers n, r, p, q now correspond to Dynkin labels, unlike j. In particular, n is the KK level, in the sense that it labels the symmetric traceless representation of SO (8) (4.8) and the SU(3) Dynkin labels, R is given by [29] R
At each KK level n, the eigenvalues (4.9) thus come in the [p, q] representations of SU (3) given in (4.10), with U(1) − R-charge (4.11). Their degeneracy is therefore
The splitting (4.10) allows one to read off the following ranges for the quantum numbers:
Again, only n is free to range over the non-negative integers. The ranges of the other quantum numbers are bounded. In terms of these quantum numbers, the spectrum is naturally organised KK level by KK level, as in the D2-brane cases. We can thus introduce the infinite-dimensional KK graviton mass matrix M 2 . This is block-diagonal as in are the M 2 n,r,p,q given in (4.9). For convenience, we tabulate these eigenvalues in table 2, reproducing the results of [29] .
We can now compute the trace of each block M 2 (n) as we did in section 4.1 for the D2-brane case. Using the eigenvalues M 2 n,r,p,q given in (4.9), the degeneracies d p,q given in (4.12), and summing over the ranges (4.13) at fixed KK level n, we obtain
The result is an 8th order polynomial in n which, like for the D2-brane cases discussed in section 4.1, can be compactly written using the formula (2.44) for the symmetric traceless representation at Dynkin label k = n − 1 of SO(N ), now with N = 10. Again, we do not have an explanation as to why the result can be expressed in terms of the dimension of this representation of SO(10) or any other group, and simply employ the notation D n−1, 10 to express the result in a compact way. However, this is not a coincidence: this property is shared by the uplifts of other critical points of SO (8)-gauged supergravity. This will be
Dual operator Short? shown elsewhere, but it is readily seen for the N = 8 SO(8)-invariant critical point, which uplifts to the Freund-Rubin vacuum [4] of D = 11 supergravity. In this case, the mass of the KK graviton at level n is L 2 M 2 n = 1 4 n(n + 6) (see [54] ) and occurs with degeneracy D n,8 = dim[n, 0, 0, 0], so that each block M (n) in the mass matrix M 2 equals that eigenvalue times the identity matrix of dimension D n, 8 . Thus, for the N = 8 SO(8) critical point, 
Universality of the D2 and M2 graviton mass matrix traces
Observe that the coefficient 56 3 for the D = 11 result (4.14) matches the coefficient for the massive IIA case given in the first line of (4.6). This translates into a relation between both mass matrix traces. To see this, we need the following property 16) of the dimension of the symmetric traceless representation of the orthogonal group, which easily follows from (2.44). The property (4.16) and the fact that both mass matrix traces have the same coefficient implies the universality relation
Here, we have added labels D2 and M2 to the quantities in (4.6) and (4.14) corresponding to the solutions of massive IIA [7] and D = 11 [5] , respectively. The relation (4.16) implies that the traces on both sides of equation (4.17) are effectively taken over the same number of states. The traces tabulated in tables 1 and 2 are useful for a quick check of the relation (4.17) up to KK level n = 3.
Here we have only shown the universality relation (4.17) to hold for the N = 2 SU(3) × U(1) solutions of massive IIA [7] and D = 11 [5] supergravity, which respectively uplift from the vacua of D = 4 N = 8 dyonic ISO(7) [7] and electric SO(8) [49] supergravities with that symmetry. However, we have checked that this is not an isolated case: the relation (4.17) also holds for the massive IIA and D = 11 uplifts of other pairs of vacua of these N = 8 supergravities with the same symmetries. Further details will be given elsewhere. Thus, while the strong, eigenvalue by eigenvalue universality of the n = 0 KK mass spectra is broken at higher KK levels, a certain form of universality is nevertheless still preserved at the level of the KK graviton mass matrix traces.
5 N = 2 spectrum at n = 0 KK level
We have seen how the universality of the n = 0 KK mass spectrum of the AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA and D = 11 supergravity under consideration is lost at higher KK levels (though still maintained in a weaker form). The higher-dimensional origin, the compactification manifolds and the dual field theories are different, so differences in the spectrum were expected to arise. Here, we would like to enquire if these differences actually manifest themselves even at KK level n = 0, in spite of the universality of supergravity masses at this level. It turns out that they do, in a very subtle way. We will again focus on the N = 2 SU(3)×U(1)-invariant vacua of the SO(8) and dyonic ISO(7) supergravities and show that the spectra within their respective N = 8 supergravities share the same supermultiplet structure, with a few different R-symmetry and conformal dimension assignments.
The mass spectrum of the N = 2 SU(3)×U(1) vacuum [49] of electrically-gauged SO(8) supergravity [35] was computed and allocated into OSp(4|2) × SU(3) representations by Nicolai and Warner [50] . They noted that the U(1) R-symmetry could be embedded in SO(8) in two possible ways, which they argued to be essentially equivalent for their purposes. More recently, this question was re-examined by Klebanov, Klose and Murugan (KKM) [28] . KKM renamed these two possible U(1) embeddings as scenarios I and II and realised that, while both scenarios led to the same masses for all fields within N = 8 SO(8) supergravity, they led to small differences in the R-charge and conformal dimensions of a few fields. Except for these minor differences, the supermultiplet structure implied by both scenarios was found to be identical. A KK graviton analysis [29] confirmed the choice of [50] , KKM's scenario I [28] , as the correct one describing the spectrum of the N = 2 vacuum [49] of N = 8 SO(8) supergravity within this theory. We will now show that the spectrum of the N = 2 vacuum [8, 40] of N = 8 dyonic ISO(7) supergravity within the latter theory turns out to realise KKM's scenario II. In appendix C we also show that the existence of these two scenarios and their associated R-charge assignments have an origin in SO(8) triality. Spin SO (7) SU (3) Table 3 : The OSp(4|2) × SU(3) spectrum of the N = 2 solution of N = 8 dyonic ISO (7) supergravity within the N = 8 theory. This coincides with scenario II of KKM [28] .
For the N = 2 vacuum of the dyonic ISO(7) supergravity, the embedding of the residual SU(3) × U(1) symmetry into the compact SO(7) subgroup of the ISO (7) 
The branching (5.1) is of course (2.45) with n = 1. It is natural to assign the (electric) vectors, scalars and pseudoscalars of the N = 8 ISO (7) theory to the 21 + 7, the 27 + 7 + 1 and the 35 representations of SO (7), respectively, and the gravitino and spin 1/2 fermions to the 8 and 48 + 8, see appendix C for a justification. Tensoring (5.1) and (5.2) with themselves and (anti)symmetrising appropriately, we determine how these SO (7) representations decompose under SU(3) × U(1). Finally, we group up fields in the same SU(3) representations into OSp(4|2) multiplets [55, 56, 50] (see also appendix A of [28] ).
In this way, we obtain the OSp(4|2) × SU(3) breakdown of the N = 8 supergravity fields at the N = 2 point: see table 3. This table exactly matches table 5 of [28] , corresponding to KKM's scenario II, with the choice ε = +1 for the arbitrary R-charge sign ε. We kindly borrow their format for ease of comparison. The only technical difference with KKM's scenario II is that, in their case, the N = 8 fields naturally group up in SO (8) representations before branching into SU(3) × U(1), whereas in the present case the N = 8 fields fill out instead the SO(7) representations described above and recorded in table 3. The structure of OSp(2|4) × SU(3) representations is identical for both scenarios I and II, except that the hypermultiplet in the 6 of SU(3) has U(1) R-charge R = (3), have the same R-charges with opposite sign. This is the only difference as far as the allocation of N = 8 supergravity fields into supermultiplets is concerned. There are a few other differences, though. The long vector multiplet of scenario I contains three scalars with R-charges 0, ±2, and two neutral pseudoscalars. In scenario II, the role of scalars and pseudoscalars within the long vector multiplet is exchanged. In [40] (and in section 2 above), these SU(3)-singlet scalars were denoted by φ, ϕ, the neutral pseudoscalar by χ and the charged pseudoscalars by ζ,ζ. There are also differences in the structure of Goldstone bosons. For example, in scenario I (II), the massive vector eats an R-neutral SU(3) singlet pseudoscalar (scalar). This eaten scalar was denoted by a in [40] . Incidentally, the D = 4 supergravity describing the full non-linear interactions of the (linearised) SU(3)-singlet fields in table 3 was constructed in [40] and uplifted to massive type IIA in [13] . In particular, equation (2.9) above is the full, non-linear potential for the SU(3)-singlet scalars and pseudoscalars, and (2.5) describes their embedding into the ten-dimensional metric. The analogue D = 4 supergravity containing the full non-linear interactions of the SU(3) singlets of scenario I was constructed in [57] .
The masses of the N = 8 ISO(7) supergravity fields at the N = 2 point were computed in [40] . Now, we can partially reproduce this mass spectrum from group theory. All fields except those falling in the SU(3)-singlet multiplet that does not contain the graviton scalar/pseudoscalar Table 4 : The spectrum of scalars and pseudoscalars on the N = 2 SU(3) × U(1)-invariant solution of massive type IIA [7] at KK level n = 0. The OSp(4|2) supermultiplet to which each these belong according to table 3 is indicated.
fill in short representations of OSp(4|2). Thus, their U(1) R-charges fix their conformal dimensions (and the latter then determine their masses, as always). The SU(3)-singlets other than those that fill out the massless graviton multiplet belong to a long vector multiplet. For this reason, their dimensions are not fixed by the R-symmetry. For these fields, we merely import their masses from [40] . We reproduce the scalar and pseudoscalar masses around the N = 2 vacuum in table 4. The table includes for convenience the schematic form of the mass eigenstates in the SL(8) basis of the N = 8 supergravity (note, however, that additional mixings might occur). In this basis, the relation between N = 8 scalars, R 7 coordinates transverse to the D2-branes, and the dual operators is most transparent. The pseudoscalar mass eigenstates are included for completeness, even though their expressions in the SL(8) basis in terms of selfdual four-forms is not too enlightening. A triality rotation relates these to fermion bilinears of the boundary theory. We conclude this section with a discussion of the form of the field theory operators in protected supermultiplets that are dual to n = 0 KK modes. Some of these can be inferred from tables 3 and 4. As we already discussed in section 3.2, the massless graviton multiplet is dual to the stress-energy tensor superfield (3.7). The octet massless vector multiplet is dual to the conserved global SU(3) supercurrent multiplet J a , the conserved SU(3) global current , that follows from the assignment (3.6) for the chirals. In the analogue M2-brane N = 2 field theory [3] , these mass terms have instead protected dimension ∆ = 2 3 , in agreement with the relevant dimension assignment (3.9). Finally, for the fields dual to the the short gravitini we propose the following fermionic superfields
These respectively transform in the3 − table 4 for the scalar components in these superfields.
Final comments
Pairs of AdS 4 × S 6 and AdS 4 × S 7 solutions of massive IIA and D = 11 supergravity that respectively uplift from pairs of vacua of N = 8 dyonic ISO(7) and electric SO (8) supergravity with the same symmetries, exhibit an identical mass spectrum at KK level n = 0. The n = 0 KK level mass spectrum is thus universal, and insensitive to the S 6 or S 7 compactification manifold and to the massive IIA or D = 11 origin. We have shown that this universality is lost at higher KK levels, n ≥ 1, as expected: the masses of the higher KK modes do differ. We have seen this explicitly for the spectrum of KK gravitons above the N = 2 AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA [7] and CPW [5] of D = 11 supergravity. The spectra nevertheless still exhibit a weaker form of universality: the traces of the KK graviton mass matrices match KK level by KK level. At least for the supersymmetric solutions, a similar KK level by KK level match might be enforced upon the traces of mass matrices of the fields of spin s < 2 by supersymmetry. Checking this explicitly seems a complicated task because, in principle, the entire KK spectrum about those solutions should be calculated first, and that is a difficult problem.
Since the masses of higher KK modes differ, the spectrum of dual single trace operators obviously differs too. We have illustrated this explicitly for the spectrum of protected spin-2 operators of the N = 2 infrared Chern-Simons field theories on the D2 [7] and M2 [3] branes dual to the AdS 4 solutions of massive IIA [7] and D = 11 [5] supergravity. In fact, for these field theories, one does not need to go beyond the n = 0 KK level to start noticing differences in the spectrum of dual single trace operators, even if the supergravity masses are identical at this level. Already at KK level n = 0, subtle differences arise. These are due to different R-symmetry (and conformal symmetry) assignments in either case, coming in turn from different U(1) R-symmetry embeddings in the respective N = 8 supergravities. These two possible U(1) embeddings were called scenarios I and II by KKM [28] , and can be understood in terms of SO(8) triality. The spectrum of the CPW solution [5] realises scenario I at lowest [50] and higher [28, 29] KK levels. The massive IIA N = 2 AdS 4 solution of [7] turns out to realise scenario II at lowest, n = 0, KK level.
Of course, scenario II should also be realised up the KK tower for the massive IIA N = 2 solution of [7] . Indeed, the group theory method of KKM [28] does find a series of short graviton multiplets with precisely the SU(3)×U(1) charges of (3.3): see tables 22 and 23 of [28] . A puzzle however arises, because group theory also predicts series of multiplets with no KK interpretation. For example, KKM note an infinite series of SU(3) × U(1)-neutral massless gravitons. However, these offending representations can be argued to be projected out from the physical spectrum. We will return to these questions in the future. whereg xy , x, y = 1, . . . , 4 are the inverse metric components corresponding to ds 2 (CP 2 ) in (A.2). Taking into account the conformal factors in (A.3), this becomes
where now g xy is the inverse Fubini-Study metric and B = dψ + σ. Now, (A.7) can be written in terms of the scalar Laplacian S 5 on the round, unit S 5 by using the untilded version of (A.6),
Finally, inserting (A.7) with (A.8) into (A.4), the eigenvalue equation (2.15) brought to the main text is obtained. The graviton mass operator in (2.15) is associated to the geometry (2.5) corresponding to the massive IIA embedding [13] of the SU(3)-invariant sector of dyonic ISO (7) supergravity [40] . Accordingly, it depends on the vevs of the SU(3)-invariant scalars of the D = 4 supergravity. More generally, we can give an expression for the graviton mass operator corresponding to the IIA embedding of the full N = 8 supergravity, thus dependent on the vevs of the E 7(7) /SU(8) scalars that enter the general background metric. The relevant ten-dimensional geometry is with AdS 4 of unit radius, so that L 2 ds 2 (AdS 4 ) has radius L. Now, L 2 = −6 V −1 , with V the scalar potential of the full ISO(7) supergravity, and ∆ −1 is the warp factor, dependent on the S 6 coordinates y m , m = 1, . . . , 6. The inverse internal metric is [7, 41] 4g 10) where M IJ KL is one of the SL(7)-covariant blocks of the E 7(7) /SU(8) scalar matrix, and K m IJ = 2g −2gmn µ [I ∂ n µ J] , I = 1, . . . , 7, are the SO(7) Killing vectors of the S 6 equipped with its round metricg mn . Recall from the main text that µ I are constrained coordinates in R 7 that define the S 6 as the locus δ IJ µ I µ J = 1 and depend on the S 6 coordinates y m .
The spectrum of spin-2 fluctuations corresponding to the geometry (A.9) is determined by inserting (A.10) into (2.4). After some algebra, the resulting mass operator reads The S 6 Killing vector K m IJ ∂ m lifts to R 7 as 2µ [I ∂ µ J ] . It can be seen that the S 6 spherical harmonics (see (2.42)) obey
where we have defined Using these results, the general algebraic mass matrix corresponding to the differential operator on the l.h.s of (A.11) is deduced to be
(A.14)
B Mass matrix trace for the N = 3 solution
The graviton spectrum for the massive type IIA AdS 4 solution [11] that uplifts from the N = 3 SO(4) critical point [43] of dyonic ISO(7) supergravity was computed in [27] . As we will now show, the trace of the graviton mass matrix in this case also follows the pattern discussed in section 4.1 of the main text. The KK graviton masses for this N = 3 solution were found to be given in terms of four quantum numbersñ, j F , j V , j R by [27] for this solution. Curiously, the coefficient is the same than that for the non-supersymmetric G 2 solution in (4.6). As noted in [40] , the N = 3 SO(4) solution and the N = 0 G 2 solution also have the same cosmological constant.
C The two scenarios of KKM and SO(8) triality
The two scenarios of KKM [28] turn out to be related by an SO(8) triality rotation. To see this recall that, by triality, there are three different SO(7) subgroups of SO(8) (or, more precisely, Spin(7) subgroups of Spin (8)), denoted SO(7) v and SO(7) ± , such that the three inequivalent eight-dimensional representations of SO (8) All three SO(7) subgroups of SO (8) share the same SU(3) subgroup, so we can drop the labels to denote the latter, SU(3) ≡ SU(3) v = SU(3) ± . But this SU(3) commutes with a different U(1) subgroup of SO (8) inside SO(7) v and SO(7) ± . We accordingly denote these as U (1) in principle exist for other N = 8 gaugings, realised as an AdS, a Minkowski, or even a de-Sitter vacuum. In scenario III, the gravitini, vectors, spin-1/2 fermions, scalars and pseudoscalars would respectively split as
